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Airspot
A beautiful combination of lighting with air circulation,
heat recovery and cooling.

Airspot
For newly built as well as renovation projects

Airspot
Showing true colours

The spots are produced in two types of materials:
Stainless steel 316 or aluminium. All spots
are available in different colour combinations.
With a variety in look and feel from classic to
modern, it can be combined with every interior.
Stainless Steel 316 is a high grade material and
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is offered in luxury coloured PVD coatings; see
the color samples
Also delivered in real gold [EC 20] and
champagne gold [EC 21]
*Aluminum spots are available in six colours:
black, silver, anthracite grey, gold, red and blue.

Airspot is the most flexible esthetic solution for all types of lighting and ventilation
systems. With Airspot heat recovery can
be integrated in the light plan and ventilation requirements.

Airspot can be integrated into newly build
houses as well as existing buildings.
Airspot is available for both trimless and
framed solutions.
Airspot is independent of the chosen air
duct systems

Airspot is the ideal solution for beautiful
and comfortable living.

Airspot supplies air conditioning ceiling

Independent of the chosen ventilation

vents with integrated luminaires (spot
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lights), which keep the aesthetic value of

- Waste Heat Recovery

the property intact.

- Air extraction system only
- Peak cooling

Before the concrete floor is poured:
- a polystyrene block or the spot box

*Colour deviations subject to

Dropped ceilings
construction.
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- ducts are connected to the spot boxes.

the spot.

- electricity wiring is supplied to the spot

Can be used independently of the brand
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- switched conventionally or by home

- Underfloor air distribution
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automation

*Airspot can be powder coated in all RAL
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